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Co-preneurship / economic cooperation “among equals”

Why participate in this call for ideas?

I would like to elaborate, together with people having a business idea, an

approach to its democratic management. I have a series of first ideas about how

to apply Elinor Ostrom’s approach to an enterprise and would like to pilot and

further develop this in practice. My contribution could be to bring in a frame

for analysis, facilitate a collaborative process, and research existing

practices elsewhere including to what extent they could be transferred.

What can be expected from “co-preneurship”?

 All workers in the enterprise have an equal say in the decisions and there

is no relation of subordination or a permanent hierarchy

 The perfect organisation does not exist: collective decision-making is not

a utopia, people are people, and there will be a flipside to the coin, as

well as compromises to make.

 What can be expected in comparison to conventional enterprises:

o Direct participation in the determination of business goals and work

conditions

o Augmented interdependence & tighter social relations

o Enhanced integration of work and life

o Reduction of income inequality

o Focus on essential and wholesome products and services

 A productive environment where workers are not manipulated towards

productivity, but where the interplay of individual interests and a number

of agreed rules leads to a synergy between remuneration, durability, work

conditions and societal well-being
« classic » approaches
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Which are its foundations?

 At its core: 1) a view of human beings as ‘conditional co-operators’ with

multiple interests (neither rational egoists nor altruists), and 2) a

search for synergy between remuneration, durability, work conditions and

societal well-being

 A realistic view on challenges such as 1) safeguarding ‘important-but-

less-pressing’ interests, 2) ensuring the efficiency and performance of

collective decision-making and 3) maintaining a certain equality of power

 Self-organisation in a dynamic way with the help of procedures and tools

of direct deliberative democracy

 Structured by institutionalised rules which improve the chance of

obtaining optimal results

DELIBERATIVE
DEMOCRACY

ADDITIONAL
INSTITUTIONAL
RULES

--results in-->

---help to---->

a specific and dynamic balance of multiple interests of
workers

safeguard ‘less pressing’ interests
stimulate efficacy & performance of decision-making
maintain a certain level of equality among workers

What is different about this approach?

 An experiment on introducing the outcomes of Elinor Ostrom’s research on

governing the commons (self-organisation is feasible and potentially

superior to the authority of state or market, provided the use of smart

rules and mechanisms) in a productive and collaborative environment

 The institutional design would be ‘engineered’ to fit with the

founders/workers, and is not simply a copy-paste of an existing model or

the result of a haphazard crisis-driven development

 A process of institutional design together with and adapted to the

interests and wishes of the group of founders/workers, starting from the

‘what and why’ before elaborating the ‘how’, in order to avoid a badly

fitting mould

 A search for synergy between self-interested and societal interests

 The approach explicitly takes into account not only the positive aspects

of democratic management but in equal measure its challenges and conflicts

 Evolution and regeneration built into the design: regular modifications

should be foreseen, even planned at the start-up phase
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The challenge of collaboratively elaborating an institutional

design

 I think of a process along the lines of 1) initial individual questions

regarding interests and management preferences, 2) analysis followed by

discussion on sensitive issues & dilemma’s, 3) research of fitting design

elements, research of financial and legal possibilities 4) presentation

and feedback, 5) proposal of overall design and options, and debate, 6)

consensus if possible, otherwise vote, 7) translation into statutes,

bylaws and instructions. This would result in a first, experimental design

to be adjusted along the way.

 For the call for ideas we may have to think more in terms of process and

options, as the workers won’t be known yet.

 As I write this, I realize that there is a long way to go from the broad

concepts to practical application, long but interesting.

Who am I?

 Recently worked on a thesis on the optimisation of collective decision-

making in worker cooperatives, and collected a bunch of institutional

rules used in practice (master in labour sciences, ULB)

 15 year work experience and observations in the fields of social economy,

democratisation and conflict prevention, the environmental movement, and

organisational development – which prompted me to put my bets for

transition on self-organised and self-sustained initiatives

 I identify with the transition movement and am part of the collective

vegetable garden Cambier

 I live at 500 meters from the Josaphat site

 Dutch speaking, can express myself well in English and French

 Contacts: kristel.maasen@gmail.com, tel. 0474 101696


